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The challenge

John Stringer & Linda Horton

We need to improve crop stress
tolerance

We need to increase crop
productivity

We need new sources of energy
...without increasing carbon
dioxide levels
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Projected timelines for
plant biotechnology products

next generation (early 2010s)
• complex traits – yield and stress

Impact
of

Genomics
(late 1990s)

Impact
of Molecular

Biology
(early 1980s)

first generation (mid 1990s)
• single gene traits – herbicide and insect resistance
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Transcription factors: master regulators of genetic pathways

e.g. Homeodomain proteins
McGinnis et al., 1984, Nature 308

Body plan patterning

e.g. CYCLOIDEA-related proteins
Luo et al., 1996, Nature 383

Floral symmetry

e.g. CBF genes (AP2 family)
Stockinger et al., 1997, PNAS, 94

Stress toleranceFlowering time

e.g. CONSTANS
Putterill et al., 1995, Cell 80

Branching pattern

e.g. teosinte branched (CYC-family)
Doebley et al., 1997, Nature 386

Floral organ identity

e.g. MADS domain proteins
Coen & Meyerowitz, 1991, Nature 353
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Screens on transcription factors
produced hundreds of leads

Root vigor
OEX line wild type

flowering time

OEX line wild type

Branching
pattern

wt

oex line

seed size

Glucosinolate composition

OEX line

wild type

Flavonoid production

OEX line wild type

N-use
OEX line wild type

Disease resistance

Developmental
Traits...

Drought tolerance

OEX line wild type

Physiological
Traits...

Biochemical
Traits...

OEX line wild type

wild type OEX line
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Typical Ag Biotech Product Development Process

Typical development timeline & costs:
• 10 - 15 years
• $50M – $100M

Adapted from: Monsanto 2003 Annual report

Discovery ->
Validation

Phase I –
Crop proof
of concept

Phase II –
Early Product
Development

Phase III –
Advanced

Development

Phase IV –
Regulatory
Approvals

Market
Launch

High throughput
screening; lead
validation in model
crops.

Test gene leads in
crop plants; select
best candidates.

Field testing in crop
Plants. Regulatory
assessment started.

Field testing in elite
germplasm. Develop
Regulatory data

Field testing in elite
germplasm. Develop
Regulatory data
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Mendel Technology
& know-how around plant

TF-regulated pathways

Commercialization strategy - form collaborations
with leading companies in each specialty field

Row crops
and vegetables

Ornamentals Bioenergy
Crops

Forestry Ag Chemicals
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Research highlights -- Soybean technology platform

Monsanto's portfolio of soybean technologies has the potential to redefine the soybean
industry in the next decade, according to Fraley. Some of the key results the company is
already seeing include:

-- Higher-yielding soybeans: Monsanto researchers confirmed that the
insertion of a single gene can boost the intrinsic yield potential of
the soybean plant, which would create an incremental yield increase
over other traits. Significantly, the first of the new Phase II
commercial-track events demonstrates up to a 10 percent increase in
yield across 10 environments in Argentina, exceeding the targeted 5 to
7 percent product concept yield boost. The company is currently testing
an additional 60 events in the U.S. during the 2007 growing season.
This product has been developed as part of Monsanto's ongoing
collaboration with Mendel Biotechnology, Inc. Today, this technology is
one of the yield and stress projects included in Monsanto's R&D
collaboration with BASF...

Aug 6, 2007
New Results From Southern Hemisphere Field Testing
Confirm Momentum in Monsanto's R&D Pipeline

“

”
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Intrinsic yield
e.g.
• photosynthetic performance
• enhanced growth and vigor

Yield stability (stress tolerance)
• drought tolerance / water use efficiency
• cold/freezing tolerance
• N utilization
• fungal disease tolerance

Two general trait categories of high priority
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An understanding of MOA
is critical for successful commercialization

Trait of interest

partner
proteins?

repressor
proteins?

Mode of Action analysis:
• define phenotypic basis of the trait

• define pathways through which the leads act
=> supports the future regulatory process/acceptance
=> identify optimization strategies

• the genetic tools in Arabidopsis
make it a valuable model
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35S::NF-YB1 wild type

8 days
drought

After
Re-water

NF-YB1 – a promising drought tolerance technology

Nuclear Factor Y (NF-Y)
transcription factor family

• binds CCAAT box elements

• single copy TFs in yeast & mammals
with roles in:
- energy metabolism
- cell cycle

• family greatly expanded in plants
emerging roles in plant in:
- flowering time
- photosynthesis biology
- drought responses



13NF-YB1 is upregulated ~12 fold by severe drought

NF-YB1 is part of a native drought response
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NF-YB1 regulates a novel genetic
pathway for control of

drought responses

red bar:
up-regulated
gene

green bar:
down-regulated
gene

- Microarray fingerprint shows little overlap with
well characterized drought response pathways

(ABA and CBF pathway).

- Key targets observed in 35S::NF-YB1 profiles
• photosynthesis components
• pathways for synthesis of protective pigments
• components of energy metabolism

- Key components of phenotype
• increased WUE
• increased chlorophyll levels
• maintenance of turgor during stress
• higher rate of photosynthesis during stress

ABA
4 HR

35S::
CBF4

35S::
AtNF-YB1
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Courtesy of Monsanto Company
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Promising results under field conditions in corn

control OEX line for ZmNF-YB1

- turgor maintained under dry conditions (less leaf rolling)

Courtesy of Monsanto Company
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Courtesy of
Monsanto Company

Significant Yield Advantage obtained on dry acres

2003: single, 6-replication drought efficacy trial using a Split-Split-Split block design in Kansas
2004: multi-location study using group block design with 3 replicates within each location

Nelson et al., 2007, PNAS 104: 16451
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Yield trials of Mendel seeded Miscanthus
accessions in Hunan Miscanthus trial at our European site

Miscanthus: a leading energy crop

• Highly productive perennial grass

• Much lower fertilizer inputs than annuals

• Mendel has assembled diverse germplasm
> 1000 accessions in our collection

• Collaboration with BP
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Miscanthus Product Plans

Generation 1: Select and bulk-up current genetics best
adapted for near-term target markets (power
generation and cellulosic EtOH)

Generation 2: Traditional and marker assisted breeding
in target markets for improved local adaptation

Generation 3: Transgenic Miscanthus
- with enhanced yield & stress tolerance technology

19

Our first
transgenic
Miscanthus

Expression of introduced
reporter gene
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Concluding remarks

Transcription factor based
technologies are excellent
candidates for enhancement of
crop yield and stress tolerance

New perennial crops such as
Miscanthus offer much better
options for bioenergy uses than
grain crops

Plant biologists have an
important role to play in
ensuring a sustainable future
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Appendix
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Systems biology will be essential in
delivering future technology

Network knowledge directs future rounds of discovery work

partner x

partner y

Integrated systems biology map
of molecular interaction networks

TFs form network hubs
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Mendel Biotechnology Confidential 24

NF-YB1

LEC1

Mendel
Biotechnology, Inc.

Node defining NF-YB1
homologs which have
comparable effects on
drought stress tolerance

• function of putative
homologs confirmed
by OEX in Arabidopsis

NF-YB1 homologs
conserved across
monocots and dicots
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Since 2005 Mendel has been developing a new
business as a provider of bioenergy seeds & feedstocks

Technology:

~ Regulation of plant gene and pathway function

~ Improved trait technology - Monsanto is main collaborator

~ Business Model: Technology Provider

Bioenergy Seeds and Feedstocks:

~ High yield, low input, dedicated energy crops

~ Sustainable feedstock systems with favorable GHG profiles

~ Business Model: Integrated seeds and feedstocks solutions
provider

~ Collaborating with BP


